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Tandem Gene Model Errors

Dros. willistoni : 4 tandem Cytochrome P450 genes
DroSpeGe: dwil: scaf fold_181089:247000..257000

Inverted duplicate count is shown in cross-hatch. Note high % inverted genes in Far class; not applicable to Unlinked.
Species order: Cae. elegans > Daphnia pulex > Drosophila mel. > Mus mus.
Distances 1k, 5k, 10k : Duplicates found within that kilobase distance from source gene.
Distance Far/2 : Duplicates > 20 kb on same scaffold or chromosme; 1/2 of duplicate count is shown.
Disance Unlinked/2: Duplicates on different scaffolds/chromosomes; 1/2 of count is shown.

Daphnia pulex: Rich in Tandem Genes

Gene duplication is widespread in C. elegans, more so than Drosophila or yeast [ref 8], with about
6,000 genes identified as paralogous. Daphnia pulex genome appears to have 50% to twice as many
gene duplications as the duplicate-rich C. elegans. In this project's comparative exon analysis of
duplications, 20% of 30,000 gene predictions in Daphnia appear to be near-duplicates, compared to
10% of 20,000 C. elegans genes, and 6% of 14,500 Dros. melanogaster genes, when using the same
analysis methods.
A stunning example is Daphnia's well-known hemoglobin (Hb) genes (Figure 1), which are called
into play as Daphnia rapidly turn blood red when the oxygen is depleted in their ponds. Four Hb
genes have been described prior to whole genome analysis [ref 4]. We find now a tandem cluster of
eight hemoglobin genes on scaffold_4. Together with another tandem pair elsewhere, this provides
Daphnia with 10 near identical Hb genes. With over 60 genes for Cytochrome P450, and unusually
large numbers of duplicates in several other common gene families, this organism may be ahead of
other eukaryotes, excepting polyploid genomes, for gene duplications.
In Figure 2, gene duplicates are shown as a function of gene family size and by distance between
tandem duplicates, for Daphnia, C. elegans, Drosophila and Mouse genomes. Duplicate genes here
are determined by BlastP of all proteins identified in these genomes. The criteria used is reciprocal
matches with bit score >= 150.
Duplicates in large families (10-80 paralogs) have a high frequency within 1 to 2 kilobases of each
other for Daphnia, similar to but higher than that for C. elegans. The inset graph for small families
(2-5 paralogs) shows this tandem effect is not as common, with little species effect. Distant
duplicates (Far and Unlinked) and the portion of inverted duplicates (cross-hatch) are also indicated.
Daphnia shows an excess in Unlinked (across-scaffold) duplicate genes as well as the very near 1Kb tandem genes. As this draft assembly has several thousand small scaffolds, some of these
unlinked duplicates may be found to be tandems with assembly refinement. There is a suggestion the
small scaffolds failed to assemble in part due to duplicate gene regions.
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Figure 5C. Predictor errors in duplicate modeling. Shown are averages for predictor classes (ab initio,
gene mapper) and the Glean-R reference set. Error classes shown are Duplicate missed, the largest class
showing up to 2000 errors/species, and Double up. The increasing error rate with phylogenetic distance
from Dmel is statistically significant (ANOVA significance p<1e-10 for Duplicate missed, p<0.02 for
Double up, p<0.05 for Skip over). Ab initio predictions are significantly higher in Double up rates. Gene
mappers are significantly higher in Duplicate missed and Skip over errors.
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Conflicting clines: biology or artifact?
Figure 5B. Proteins: Tandem gene x Predictor effect Looking at duplicate genes in the 12 Drosophila
shows different phylogenetic clines depending on the predictor. The homology mappers (GeneWise in the
example) using Dmel genes mirrors the cline in Fig. 5A. The de facto reference gene set, Glean-R, was
produced by selecting the homology mapping subset of predictors, plus Gnomon, which combines a
homology analysis and ab initio methods. It also shows a cline like the gene mappers. SNAP and other ab
initio predictors show more far-Dmel gene duplicates.
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Gene predictions can be improved to reduce errors and improve gene models by assessing duplicate
genes. Gene duplication provides a biological confirmation of gene predictions. When incorporated
in training methods, this may improve overall prediction accuracy. A posteriori methods such as this
tandemgenes analysis or PseudoPipe [9], can be applied to improve a set of gene predictions. Both
exon and protein duplicate analysis are valuable as they detect somewhat different errors. Predicted
proteins are subject to modeling errors more than exons, but with a diverse predictor set, true models
are likely to be included. In some duplicate regions, no single predictor may model all genes
correctly, but true models can be found across predictors. Using duplicate tests that include many
predictors can improve the accuracy of a genome's gene catalog. Avoid choosing the longest
predicted transcript, where alternate mRNA splice forms are predicted. This is a common prediction
pipeline practice, but leads to more errors in tandem gene regions unless supplemented with
duplicate gene detection.
For the Drosophila species comparison, results of this tandem gene analysis are consistent with an
apparent phylogenetic cline caused by computational bias in prediction methods. The effect is one of
greater mis-modeling and loss of genes with distance from the informant species (Dros.
melanogaster).
In the range of predictors assessed, all classes show each kind of tandem gene error (skip over,
double up, misses). Ab initio predictors are more prone to double up (some to triple up), predicting
all exons but joining the tandem genes across the intron-sized intergenic space between duplicates.
Gene homology mappers are more likely to miss duplicates and generate skip-over errors, finding a
subset of the exons spanning several tandem genes. This appears stronger when the homology is
weaker, for Daphnia and Drosophila genomes. Ab initio predictions, while less subject to errors
related to phylogenetic distance from the training informant species, do exhibit this.
Gene combiners, including Glean, EvidenceModeller and JGI’s method, do not appear to be less
subject to duplicate errors, tending to produce an average, but sometimes a combination at odds with
the majority of predictors. This error is amplified in the Glean-R reference set used for Drosophila
species comparisons, by its emphasis on homology predictions over ab initio models.
Tandem duplicate errors are seen with other genome analyses that use gapped alignments. Where
duplicates are within 1 Kb to 5 Kb of each other, and have near identical exons, alignments often
skip over exons to join distant ones. These sometimes form complex webs of cross-connected exons.
BLAST and BLAT analyses and EST assembly software such as PASA makes the same classes of
tandem errors.
The identified phylogenetic bias in prediction errors affects evolutionary inferences, such as gene
gain/loss estimates, that are drawn from gene models compared across species. This analysis is
limited to duplicate genes, but it suggests that a similar bias exists in poorer prediction of all genes
distant from the training/informant species. The level of error (1000s of genes) is high and
recommends that care be taken to reduce training species biases for comparative studies with gene
predictions.
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Figure 5A. Organism gene sets found in 12 Drosophila genomes. Count of unique genes matching at
criterion (e-value 1e-10). Dros. melanogaster protein matches show the expected cline, of near-Dmel with
more matches than far-Dmel. Mosquito, Honeybee and Mouse protein sets show the reverse phylogenetic
cline with Drosophila, in far-Dmel having more matches than the more phylogenetically derived near
melanogaster group. This is expected from the known phylogeny of the species.
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The tandy approach is to work with exons, and secondarily predicted genes and proteins, as gene
predictors typically call exons at much higher success rate than genes. Having one good exon set
among a cluster of tandem genes can be as useful as having many duplicate sets, if one can locate the
others. Exon matches without gapping, using BLAT, BLAST or like tools, do not have the same
problem of mis-aligning as gene alignments.
After scanning for all genome matches to all predicted exons, the core of tandy's algorithm is to
mark runs of duplicate exons. These are then combined and split into better duplicate gene models
based on a heuristic method that uses (a) intergene versus intron distances, (b) runs of exon sets (e.g.
exons 1,2,3 of a gene model that are repeated), and (c) gene start/stop exons and strand inversions.
The final output is a GFF feature file of duplicate regions, the gene models and the exon matches
per gene model. Duplicates are classed as near (<15Kb) or far, every other duplicate on a
scaffold/chromosome, the set of gene predictions included, and several quality measures.
This tandemgenes software is available at http://eugenes.org/gmod/tandy/ in alpha state, not fully
documented or debugged. There are several inadequacies of this current software release. A hoped
for clean set of duplicate regions and models is a ways off, but the results are very useful as
additional evidence. It finds duplicate regions well, but these are sometimes overlapping regions,
from different exon sets. It is successful at splitting spuriously joined gene predictions in tandem
regions, and finding extra duplicate genes (or pseudogenes) that predictors miss.
Tandy has been used on the well-studied genomes of Cae. elegans and Dros. melanogaster, 11
other Drosophila genomes, and Daphnia pulex. Recent improvements add protein predictions to
identify duplicates. Although these have a higher error rate than exon predictions, when one protein
of duplicate set is well modeled, it can find other duplicates. One planned improvement is use of
tandy results as evidence for gene combining software. The EvidenceModeller package [ref 6] has
the foundation to add such evidence.
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Tandem Gene Finding Errors
BLAST, EST-Assembly get confused

One aspect of genome biology that is difficult to model is a cluster of duplicate genes. The close,
near-identical coding exons can confuse most methods that use alignment, including BLAST, BLAT,
GeneWise and similar gene mappers that align a protein to find genes.
The new Daphnia pulex genome assembly appeared to have a high number of tandem genes, using
quick but inaccurate tests with protein homology. However, the first set of gene predictions was not
as promising at locating gene duplicates.
A break through of evidence came with application of the PASA EST analysis pipeline [ref Pasa],
which identified many problem areas with the initial gene predictions. Many of the prediction
problems looked like tandem gene regions. PASA also produced reports of some very confused EST
assemblies, spanning large regions with many interconnected EST-exons. A notable PASA
confusion case turned out to be the Daphnia cluster of eight tandem hemoglobin genes.
These errors lead to a catch-22 where one can't well assess gene duplications without good gene
models, and but getting good gene models in tandem duplicate rich genomes can be problematic.
This problem of gene prediction errors in tandem duplicate regions is known, if not widely enough:
"Connecting tandem genes is a common plague for all predictors. If we did slightly better, this is
due to our compartmentalization step ... It should work well enough for genes with good homology.
When the identity drops to 30% or so, things can turn bad quite quickly." Alexander Souvorov,
Gnomon primary author (pers. comm. 2007).
"We've encountered this tandem-gene duplication problem before; it usually isn't much of a
problem for the ab initio predictors, other than they might merge or split some of them, but genewise
will sometimes borrow exons from different genes to piece together its prediction." Brian Haas,
PASA primary author (pers. comm. 2007).
"The GeneMapper algorithm is unable to account for certain assembly and sequencing errors. For
example, we found many cases of duplicated chicken exons, most probably due to errors in the
assembly. In such cases, there is no way to distinguish between the duplicate exons, and the
prediction is made randomly among the duplicates. " S. Chatterji and L. Pachter, [ref 1].
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These methods of gene duplicate detection have been applied to predictions for 12 Drosophila
species genomes. It is one way to independently check predictions without reliance on comparison
to the reference species (Dros. melanogaster, Dmel). These tests use only same-species gene
duplications.
Several groups contributed gene predictions for these species, including homology mapping
methods GeneWise, Exonerate, and GeneMapper, ab initio predictors Contrast, Geneid, Gnomon, NScan, and SNAP, and combiner sets with Glean plus a Dmel-homology weighted combination,
Glean-R, that has been used as the reference set for further analyses.
Figure 5A shows the gene homology content of the twelve Drosophila from perspective of Dmel,
two other insects and mouse genes. This bar graph shows different clines, one for Dmel matching
best the near-Dmel group, while the other informant species match the far-Dmel group best. Figure
5B shows duplicate gene counts, with separation between duplicates, for a subset of three predictors.
In Figure 5B, gene mapping of GeneWise, and the Glean-R combined set, produced by weighting
Dmel homology highly, with a lower rate of tandem genes predicted for the far-Dmel species. In
contrast, ab initio predictors show a smaller or no cline, or a reverse cline consistent comparable to
that found for non-Dmel organism gene sets. SNAP in particular was trained in a bootstrap process
that started with Dmel genes, but used a second per-species training set to create a final HMM
predictor model. It may be this predictor is less subject to Dmel biased errors due to this bootstrap
training method.
The bar graphs of Figures 5 show gene counts (homology matches in 5A and duplicates in 5B) for
each of 10 species, arranged phylogenetically from near-Dmel to far-Dmel. Species Dsec, Dsim,
Dyak, Dere are nearest Dmel, with Dana, Dpse intermediate. Species Dwil, Dvir, Dmoj and Dgri are
the far-Dmel group.
Bar groupings in Figure 5B for gene predictors, are for tandem-ness, very near (1 Kb), medium
near (6kb - 20 kb) and far (> 20 kb) distances between duplicates. The Y-axis shows gene counts.
Far duplicate group counts are scaled at 1/2 to highlight tandem duplicate counts. Gene duplicates
are measured with BlastP similarity among all predicted proteins. Genes have been filtered to
remove transposon repeat matches (PilerTE), and remove alternate transcripts at the same location.
The criteria for protein similarity are reciprocal matches with bit score >= 150 (e-value <~ 1e-50).
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Nature rarely gives us clear and regular signals; tandem duplicate genes are one case.
Yet, many genome informatics tools have problems adequately modeling these. Tools
using sequence alignment with gaps, from BLAST through gene mappers and EST
assemblers, can become confused in regions with duplicate exons. They often skip
over near exons to join identical, distant twins into mistaken models. The Daphnia
pulex genome is rich in tandem duplicate genes, 20% of its 30,000 genes. This
genome has highlighted prediction problems. Tandemgenes software, a.k.a. tandy,
has been developed to address this. It uses predicted exons, less affected by gene
model errors, in conjuction with predicted proteins. Tandy locates all nearby exon
duplicates. It uses coding exon start, stop and intron signals, and other gene quality
measures among duplicate exons to improve gene models. Tandy also measures error
rates for model predictions in tandem regions. Such gene model errors can bias
measures of gene duplication, and loss and gain in gene families. Duplicate genes are
used to assess gene predictions in twelve Drosophila species. Gene model errors are
greater for species distant from the informant D. melanogaster, yielding a spurious
phylogenetic cline in gene family predictions.
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Figure 5D. Homology groups for missed duplicates, found with BlastP to NCBI non-redundant protein
set. Grouping are (a) known Dmel genes, including transposon-carried genes, (b) transposon-associated
genes other than Dmel, including other Drosophila, insects and other eukaryotes, (c) other known genes
including those from other Drosophila (often D. pseudoobscura), other insects, vertebrates, and (d) no
known homology match at criterion.
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